
No advanced advice will be submit before we change our design and size.

The pictures may be a little different from the real products.

Our company keep the final explanation right. 

Your best choice!Your best choice!



CAUTIONS: Heat pump and air bubble pump is required by customers.

    Press        button will save the current frequency on the screen, 9 channels can be 
saved. To call out the saved channel by pressm

mem  button from 1m to 9m. 

    Press the water switch and pour water . Get a 
suitable temperature , then choose The shower 
function according to your need . The function of the 
select shift ( from  left to  right) is acupuncture 
sprayer roof shower moveable shower bath
acupuncture sprayer moveable shower bath and 
waterfall. Turn the shift and select what you need . 

The heat pump keep the temperature of the water 
while recycling the water by jet.

   Adjust the switch valve back to the original position. Turn off the hot-cold water 
supply, then switch off the external supply of hot-cold water.

     After finishing the bath, use toe to press down the drainage device for remove water. 

    (1)Press the water switch, turn the select shift, 
pour "  water  ".
    (2)Water level should be 10-20mm higher than the sprayer.
    (3)Press"pump button",the water pump heat pump&air bubble pump will start to 
work and the bottom light will turn on.Then water will be out from massage jets and 
bleb will be out from air bubble jets.

You can use the "air regulator"to adjust the jacuzzi.
    (4)Press the "  pump button  ",when stop.

1.Check if power and cold/hot water switch be turn on or be turn off each time before use 
this product.

2.Check if power of electronic leakage device be get through or not.
Checking way:
Press testing button, light of power be off, press button of restart then light of power be 
on.It is not being what mentioned above after operated step by step,then that shows the 
electronic protection device out off control or there is something wrong with the elec-
tronic leakage device,so should ask professional to check and maintain the product.

3.Turn off the main power of control panel after stop usage. The plug of power should be 
pull out because only turn off all the functions of control panel that is not stop the power.

4.People with hypertension or drunk are not allowed to have sauna steam bath.
5.Children should have sauna steam bath under adult's instruction.
6.Please don't shut the finger in the door in order to be hurt when get into the steam room.
7.In order to be tripped and fell down, pay more attention when get into the steam room.
8.keep clean of the tray in order to be tripped and fell down.
9.Pay attention to the steam sprayer and water tank drainage, they are in high temperature 

while working.



    Please connect to the power supply. Press       to start the system. The screen 
would show up relevant signal. Time is showed on the bottom left of the screen, the 
default time is 30 minutes; the system tray is in the middle and the room 
temperature is on the bottom right. When the light is on, a symbol will show on the 
top right. Light can be turned on when other function is on. Press       again to 
shut down the system, then the ozone reactor will start automatically for 15 minutes 
and water will drain out from the steam box.

    When the system is on, press     button to turn on the radio, then the screen 
shows up    signal and channels. To search your favorite radio channel by 
press       and       , the frequency will show on the screen.  Press       
or        to adjust the volume, the screen shows current volume.
    Press button       for the second time to start the CD function. CD symbol

      and volume will be showed on the screen. Press button      the third 
time, the system will shut radio and CD function off.

    When system is turn on, the speaker will ring up the tone if there are any phone 
calls. To receive or hang up by pressing       . The screen shows up a telephone 
symbol       , then you can begin the conversation by talking in front of the 
control panel. 

    When the system turns on, press         button to start the steam function. The 
screen shows up relevant symbol       . Water stream into the steam box and hit 
up automatically, steam will be generated in about 60 seconds. Within the procedure, 
the water will fill the steam box and generate steam continuously.
           is for time setting of the steam function. Every 2 minutes of the steam 
period will be increased by every single press. The screen will show up the remain-
ing time until the steam function finished. The time range is from 10minutes to 
98minutes.
          is functioning as the temperature setting, every press will increase 5 . 
The temperature range is from 30  to 60  and is showed on the screen.
    Beside all, the steam generator is made with Dry-proved and electricity leakage 
protection. If there are no water inside the steam generator or any electricity wastage 
occurs, the steam generator will automatically turn off.
    Press       again to turn off all steam function.

    When the system is on, press       button to turn off the top light, press again 
to turn it off. 

    When the system is on, press       button to turn on the fans, press again to 
turn it off. (parameter of the fans: AC 12V/5W) 

1.roof
2.top shower
3.speaker
4.room body
5.movable arm
6.moveable shower
7.handrail
8.nozzle
9.bottom bathtub

10.water pump switch
11.waterfall
12.exhaust fan
13.top light
14.ozone
15.decorated light
16temperature needle
17.control panel
18.soap box

19.switch
20.cold/hot water switch
21.steam out
22.water in
23.air conditioning
24.water jet
25.drainage
26.air bubble jet



1.The products should be installed by technical guy who are got 
the certificate or those technical who are assign by dealers. The 
main power switch and electronic leakage device should be 
installed.

2.The plug of electronic should be installed above the steam 
generator and the length of electronic wire not less then 
1800MM from the earth.

3.There are should be with main power switch for hot and cold 
water pipe of steam room and the water pipe should be connect 
to drainage water pipe.

4.Install the products according to the diagram of installation
   When fixed the place for the products.
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As the           from the picture,please make the connection according to the serial number v1,v2,etc.
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Please install the earth line safely
by professional technician.
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